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The Editorial Committee 

Regna Darnell Robert Bieder 
Bloomington, Indiana University of Alberta 

Curtis Hinsley Dell Hymes 
COlgate University University of Pennsylvania 

Judith Modell 
Colby College 

William Sturtevant 
Smithsonian Institution 
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REVISED SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

Rising costs force us to raise our subscription rates by $1.00 in all 
categories (save students, up $.50). Starting with Volume X (the first 
number of which will appear next June) the cost of a year's subscription 
to HAN will be~ 

Individual subscribers (North America) 
Student subs c:dbers 
Institutional subscribers 
Subscribers outside North America 

$4.00 
2.50 
5.00 
5.00 

Back numbers of volumes I-IX will continue to be available at $2.00 
each until present supplies are exhausted~ Checks for renewals or new 
subscriptions should be made out, in u.s. dollars, to History of 
Anthropology Newsletter. 

ALL CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO BOTH SUBSCRIPTIONS AND EDITORIAL MATTERS 
SHOULD BE DIREcrED TO: 

George W. Stocking, HAN 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
1126 East 59th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60637 

Subscribers and contributors should: understand that HAN is 
carried on with a small budget as a spare-time activity. Correspon
dence and documentation relating to institutional or subscription 
service billi-ng must therefore be kept to a minimum. 

Our thanks to all who contributed to this number, and especially 
to Kevin Mutchler, who served as production manager, and Billie Crawford, 
who typed this text. 
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CLIO 1 S FANCY: DOCUMENTS TO PIQUE THE HISTORICAL IMAGINATION 

GATEKEEPER TO THE FIELD: E. W. P. CHINNERY AND 
THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE NEW GUINEA MANDATE 

Ethnographic prefaces commonly contain acknowledgements of those 
whose "hospitality and assistance" helped to make the research possible. 
Given the "my people" syndrome, one might assume that such debts were 
merely particular personal favors. What is "my people" to an anthro
pologist, however, is often one of many with whom such prefatory patrons 
may be concerned; and while the anthropologist may select the general 
area in which s/he works, the choice of a particular "my people"--even 
before more recent restrictions on access to the field--has often been 
in the hands of someone else. There have always, in short, been gate
keepers to the field--"men on the spot!'whose particular positions in the 
"colonial situation" and practical regional ethnographic knowledge 
enabled them to oversee the aspiring anthropoligist's entrance onto a 
particular ethnographic mise-en-sc~ne. In cases where they dealt with a 
number of-anthropologists, such gatekeepers may have played roles in the 
development of areal ethnography far beyond that suggested by a series of 
separate prefatory acknowledgements. 

One such gatekeeper is E. W. P. Chinnery, who as Government 
Anthropologist in the Australian Mandated Territory from 1924-1932 super
vised the entry into the New Guinea field of a series of anthropological 
notables, including Gregory Bateson, Beatrice Blackwood, Reo Fortune, 
Marg~ret Mead, and Camilla Wedgewood. Born in 1887 in Waterloo, Australia, 
Chinnery entered the Papuan administrative service in 1909. As Patrol 
Officer he succeeded in winning both the respect of the natives and the 
disapprobation of Governer Murray and many of the local European population. 
By 1915, ·he was sending ethnographic notes to Alfred Haddon, who as leader 
of the Torres .Straits Expedition had established himself as doyen of the 
11 Cambridge School." Coming to England for active service as Lieutenant in 
the Australian Flying Corps, Chinnery.stayed for a year after the War as 
research student under Haddon. In 1920 he returned to the Southwest 
Pacific without completing a degree, and--barred by Murray from an appoint
ment as Papuan Government Anthropologist--served several years as labor 
advisor to the New Guinea .Copper company, Ltd., before taking up an 
appointment as Government Anthropologist in the Mandated Territories. 
After eight years in that position, Chinnery went on to serve with distinc
tion as the first Director of Native Affairs in New Guinea (1932-38) • 
Following a major reorientation of Australian aboriginal policy in 1937-38, 
he was seconded in 1939 to head a new Department of Native Affairs "designed 
to introduce New Guinea·methods to the Northern Territory. ul At the expir
ation of his secondment in 1946, h·e was unsuccessful in gaining support to 
return to New Guinea as an anthropologist, and retired in 1947, serving on 
several occasions as advisor the the U.N. Trusteeship Council, before his 
death in 19 72. 

1Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 7:1891-1939 (Melbourne 
University Press, 1979). 
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Chinnery's letters back to Haddon during his years as Government 
Anthropologist are interesting not only for the development of ethno
graphy in New Guinea, but also for the light they cast on the practical 
problems of government anthropology, as experienced by a humane and 
talented person whose own significant contribution to ethnography might 
have been much greater had he not been so preoccupied with the day-to
day responsibilities of empire at close quarters. 

The following selections from Chinnery 8 s letters, which are 
preserved in the Haddon Papers in the University Library, Cambridge, 
England, are reproduced with the kind permission of the Library and of 
Chinnery's daughter, Mrs. Sheila Waters, of Black Rock, Victoria, 
Australia. 

--G.W.S. 

Rabaul, 12 Dec. 1924 

Dear Doctor, 

I am enjoying my work. So far it has been mostly advice on 
administrative questions. Our District Officers are men without 
training in native work but I am giving them instruction in ethno
graphical methods and am gradually organizing the collection of notes 
on various phases of native life. These when complete will be pub
lished by the Government in the form of bulletins or handbooks. It 
is proceeding slowly but surely. The Administrator is sympathetic, 
money is tight but he is doing all he can to facilitate my work •••• 
Relatively little country is under control and a considerable amount 
of my work will take me into country at. present hostile. In fact r· 
shall have many opportunities of trying the ethnological method of 
of bringing fighting men under control. If my Papuan luck continues 
I should get through without making myself a cushion for arrows •..• 
A man named Ainsworth (late of Kenya) was here reporting on conditions 
for the Commonwealth Government. I read his report and I'm sorry to 
say he appears to have missed the fundamental things. In outlining a 
policy for native advancement I fear he has taken the relatively 
civilized natives of Kenya as his standard. Could you have sent to 
me any information regarding the administrative work that is being 
done among the Bushmen tribes or other backward peoples of Africa? 
It would be of tremendous value for purposes of comparison, and I 
would like to see what methods the Colonial Office uses for people in 
that stage of development. 

Rabaul, 10 April 1925 

It is pretty depressing here at times. The Administrator reminds 
me occasionally .that he only consented to my appointment on the under
standing that I would prove myself an 'economic anthropologist' meaning 
I suppose that if I stir up any condition not pleasant to the present 
powers I'll become unpopular. The other day I presented him with some 
advice about a condition which is created under the present provisions 



of the Native Labor Ordinance and which to my mind is detrimental to the 
welfare of the natives. In my letter calling attention to it I presented 
the gravity of the condition without any unnecessary frills and it _did 
not please His Honor--in fact he 'regre~s the letter.' I am replying to 
him and telling. him that it is my duty to bring these matters before him. 
What is the use of having an experienced man who can see these conditions 
if he is to be muzzled every time he urges the removal of something that 
should be removed. Anyway I'm too keen about the work to be anyone's 
'tame cat .• ' If there is anything wrong about the policy of administration 
it is my job to point out where it is wrong and how it can be adjusted. 
There is more than one thing wrong here and because others haven't the 
courage to risk a rebuff by pointing it out the wrongs remain. So there 
is a rocky road ahead of me but I've no doubt it will all come out right 
in the end. • •• You must have forgotten that I took the Diploma at the 
end of my first year at Cambridge •••• Doesn't this permit me to try 
for the Ph.D.? If not could you arrange for my service here to be 
counted as fieldwork so that I may offer the material I am doing here 
either for the PhD or the MSc? • • • Bill Malcolm and all my friends are 
standing sedately in front of their degrees and I'm feeling rather in the 
cold, especially since I actually resided 4 terms and was allowed 2 for 
war service--to say nothing of the field work I've been doing ever since. 
However, do not let the matter worry you, Doctor. Of much greater impor
tance is that book on Papua and New Guinea we are going to give the world • 
• • • Having no clerk I find myself going till midnight every night. All 
the reports of district officers are sent to me and I usually find pas
sages in them calling for an advisory letter to the Administrator. A 
cadet system is being instituted and when the lads come up I shall give 
them a certain amount of time instructing them in the ethnography of the 
Territory, distributions, etc. and in ethnographical methods of district 
administration, investigation etc. And no doubt I will take some of them 
into the field to give them practical instruction in patrol work, etc. 

Rabaul, 3 Dec. 1925 

I have been instructing the_various District Officers and have 
succeeded in creating an interest in the ethnographical side of their 
work which will bear fruit later not only in the collection of data but in 
practical administration. • • • In a couple of years I hope to have several 
keen magistrates working with a certain amount of me-thod on our problems 
and between the whole lot of us we should cover a great deal of interesting 
ground. The administrator has been nice to me and if he will wait 
patiently for about twelve months more I shall have in print a mass of 
general material embracing the whole of the known part of the Territory. 

Melbourne, 26 May 1926 

I am glad you are going to send your research students here. I 
wish you would persuade the other English universities to do the same 
thing. Even in the areas under control there is an enormous field for in
tensive study. Some idea of this will be clear if you will look at the 
enclosed map, mark on it the spots where intensive work has been done and 
note the immense area either not done at all or merely scratched. Then 
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look at the overwhelming mass of country that is not even known. As most 
of my work will be done in the new country there will be little time or 
opportunity for really exhaustive study in any one area, but if re
searchers were placed here and there in the settled areas I could go 
straight ahead, opening up new country, making an ethnog:rphic survey of 
its inhabitants and generally preparing the way for intensive workers. 
• • • Operations of this kind over a large area will mean that re
searchers will be able to get into contact with new people before they 
hiive been modified to any great extent by Europeans. 'My work will be of 
importance from an administrative point of view--it will enable me to 
gather quite a lot of ethnographical data, especially in social organi
sation, it will bring the people of coast and bush together and stimulate 
the spread of pigeon English, and in a general way open up the path for 
careful investigation. Intensive work in new districts is of course im
possible. In one hand are the articles of value to attract the natives 
and in the other the revolver in case he declines to be attracted by 
anything but the taking of life--the notebook can only appear at favor
able .j.ntervals. Therefore owing to constant risk and worry there is 
little time or opportunity to go more than superficially into the lives 
of the people one is moving among •••• But the fact that Thurnwald and 
Kirschbaum have worked for years in the Sepik and may publish their 
material at any time I would have gone to that district myself some time 

. ago •••• Taking this into consideration do you ~ipk Bateson should 
work there instead of one of the new and untouched fields that I shall 
set out later? If you do, you have only to discover what parts 
Thurnwald left untouched or investigated but superficially and I'll go 
up with Bateson and see him properly established in some suitable place, 
or if necessary stop with him for a few months unti~ he is more or less 
acclimatized and until he has won the confidence of the natives. The 
chief drawback is the :mosquitos. They are simply hellish (sorry to be 
so crude--no milder work is possible). Life in the villages is nearly 
intolerable, even for hardy old hands. Our district officers up there 
rarely last twelve months without a change. The natives are fighting 
off the river bank and sometimes on it. There would be some risk if 
Bateson went there alone. If we were together the hostility would not 
matter; we could probably turn it to advantage, for the most hostile of 
people can often be transformed to the firmest of friends •••• Tell 
him I'll not interfere with his work in any way. There will be plenty 
for me to do in· the swamps and waterways back from the river where all 
sorts of queer specimens of humanity are lurkingf few of whom have ever 
been seen by even Thurnwald and Kirschbaum. Well, Doctor, you either 
select the spot or give Bateson a good idea of the sort of problems you 
want him to investigate and let him and me go into the matter of a dis
trict out here. Whatever you decide rest assured I shall do all I can 
for him •••• I have given the new cadets that have been sent from 
Australia to be trained for D. 0. 's a few lectures and instruction, and 
when I return to Rabaul I am going to take six of them out in the bush 
to give them a good all round grounding in various phases of the work. 

Rabaul, 10 Dec~ 1926 

I have written Bateson advising him to leave the final choice of 
a working ground until we have discussed the matter here •••• Saw 
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Radcliffe Brown in Sydney and hope to do some work for him before I return 
in February. Am going to ask Home & Territories to let me work with Brown 
until Sara is ready to return. There are maps to be done, distributions 
to be set out, latern slides and prints to be made of all my material so 
that Sydney will be informed of what is happening in the Mandated Territory. 
Again I want to give Brown notes of all the unpublished material I have on 
Papua. If he is going to lecture on Papua .•• this material will be 
useful to him. • • • We can do w~th all the students you can send. 

Rabaul, 15 Dec. 1927 

My Waria trip was in the nature of an exploration. some of it was 
not under control, intertribal fighting was rife, and as prospectors were 
extending in that direction the Administrator requested me to visit the 
district and introduce Government influence. I succeeded in making 
friends with the groups that were not under control and gathered a .certain 
amount of data which I shall write into a report and publish while South • 
• • • This work does not give me time to work carefully on social organ
ization but it brings me in touch with administrative problems of urgency 
and as I am rather lucky with 1new country work' it is wise I think to 
help the Government in such matters as much as I can. Officers with little 
experience in this work might easily lose their lives. The natives are 
rather difficult to handle and the initial contact with the Government 
means so much to the future progress of such people. You will understand 
therefore that my intensive work is being delayed for a time until these 
very important administrative problems are well in hand. It is of no 
advantage to me to be doing this work, !since] i~ is full of hardship 
and the risks are great (I feel them all the more now that I have four 
girl children to look after) , but I hardly like to stand back when the 
Government is so much in need of experienced men for this work •••• Am 
going south to the Hobart conference. Shall see Brown and have a long 
yarn with him. He is now taking our cadets. When they return the Govern
ment will appoint them Patrol Officers and they will advance in the 
magisterial service accordipg to their work among the natives ••.• 
Bateson came in to see me and has now returned to the Baining. He is 
getting some very interesting results and I advised him to give you an 
outline of what he has been investigating. He is a clever lad and I think 
you will be pleased with his wor.k. We all like him and enjoy the way he 
flays us. When the realities of life have touched him a bit more he will 
be a great man. At present he is only ~coking at it through an acadeflrl.c 
window as i.t were. His months among the Baining have done something to 
develop him. • • • I wish you would send all your research students out 
here and ask the other English universities to do the same thing. We could 
place 100 of them in different districts and at the end of two years merely 
100 of our numerous tribes would be investigated. • • • What is the London 
School doing with its students? Perry should send one of his men to the 
Watut branch of the Markham. There lives a group of approx. several 
thousands speaking a Melanesian language and practising a most elaborate 
form of terraced irrigation involving the use of extensive aqueducts •..• 
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Rabaul, 22 Nov. 1928 

Fortune and his wife arrived and I did what I could for them 
before they departed for Manus. They have an interesting and easy people 
to work and should do well. I'll look after them •••• Bateson has an 
infinitely harder job to tackle in the Baining-Sulka. He is returning 
to the Baining later. I have every confidence in him and I think he will 
find the Baining easier after his Sulka work. He looked very fit when I 
saw him last and was full of beans. • • • My long leave is due in 
October 1929--twelve months. Sara wants me to go to ~ngland and work 
with you. She will remain in Australia with the babies. I think I shall 
follow her advice •••• First I want to complete the two terms necessary 
before I can proceed to a degree. Next I want to go over my N.G. 
material with you and arrange in order for publication the masses of 
stuff I have collected in Papua and Mandated Territory in case anything 
happens to me. Then I would like to discuss with you the joint work on 
N.G. we talked about while I was in Carob. Another reason is the enormous 
amount of wor.k to be done here. As I want to make my next few years 
work as productive as possible I must have a long yarn with you and with 
other interested workers in England or Europe with the object of arrang
ing a plan of work on more definite lines than I have been pursuing in 
the past. Although most of my time has been spent on administrative 
duties with little direct gain to anthropology I have accumulated an 
enormous number of disconnected data and have gained a good general 
knowledge of the conditions of the Territoey both coastal and inland. 
A discussion with you and other interested friends will enable me to 
apply myself in future work to m::>re useful and definite lines of study. 
• • • Perhaps in England I may be able to meet some 9f the League of 
Nations Mandatory members and officials from other Mandatory ferritories 
where native problems are not unlike those of N.G. I shall be able to 
make it at my own expense but at the same time I am going to try and get 
the H & T department to help me financially. 

S. S. Marsinaf 25 June 1929 

Have written to Miss Blackwood as you suggested. It isn't really 
safe for women to work alone in this country but you may rest assured 
that I shall assist as far as I can anyone sent up. Dr. Powdermaker is 
doing well in N.I. She is at Lesu 80 miles down the E. Coast. Tell 
Malinowski she is happily established, is working hard, and is gathering 
interesting material. Bateson is on the Sepik. I have not heard from 
him since he arrived. Fortunes have finished and are on their way south. 
I think they are satisfied with their results. They have not told me 
anything about their work b'ut I understand from Brown and yourself that 
it has been interesting. I did what I could for them and I think they 
felt pleased about it. Humphreys went up the Sepik a couple of months 
ago collecting. I havenut heard since but I suppose he has returned 
to Cambridge •••• If any more lady anthropologists are thinking of 
coming out here you had bette.r suggest that they bring a husband 
with them. I know of no place where a woman can work without fear 
of molestation from the natives •••• Bateson thinks he is on 
the track of some interesting social material on the 
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Sepik. • • I hope when he returns he will have another go .at the Bainings. 
With this general experience he ought to find them easier now •.•. From 
the administrative point o~ view the Baining problem is of far greater 
importance than say the Sepik and a successful study of the people would 
do much to enhance the value of anthropologists to Administration. If 
Bateson doesn't go on with it someone alse will have to tackle it. 
So far as our joint work is concerned I realize that you have too much to 
do already. I'll probably work it up myself someday. 

Rabaul, 29 July 1929 

The Fortunes have finished their work at Manus •••. She worked 
in ~ office for a while, however, and told me something of their work. 
She also thought they would be coming back here some time in the future 
and I gave her the names of a few good places to choose from. • . • I have 
written to Brown applying for a fellowship from the Rockefeller Fund to 
enable me to visit authorities in America and England and also to study 
problems of Native labour and native administration in the Malay States 
and Java during rrr:1 long leave. If Brown can arrange that I shall be able 
to put in some time at Cambridge but if he can't I'm afraid my long leave 
will be spent tucked away in some cheap boarding house in the south of 
England. • • • There are some big problems cropping up here especially in 
native labour, and during this trip (if Brown can arrange it) I want to 
absoxb · all the knowledge I can on questions dealing with depopulation 
and native adminsitration in other countries •••• Mrs. Fortune told me 
that under the Laura Spellman Fund (or a name similar) British anthro
pologists have been able to visit America, and I am hpping that something 
might be done under that fund if the other fails: 

Sydney, 1 Jan. 1930 

I shall be in London about the middle of May. Brown managed to 
get a Rockefeller travelling grant for me and after a month in New York 
I shall come on to England to give you all the news on arrival •••. 
Bateson expects-to leave the Sepik soon •••• Dr. Powderrnaker is doing 
very well in New Ireland. Beatrice Blackwood is in Buka passage and 
Speiser is in New Britain. • • • Brown and Camilla Wedgwood are both 
doing splendidly. 

Rabaul, 25 Feb. 1931 

I am leaving for Rabaul on 28 March and will be returning to 
Sydney in A~gust 1932 to give the Presidential Address in Section F 
Australian & N.Z. Assn •••• Brown sails for U.S.A. in May and he is 
arranging for Firth to succeed him. He told me the other day that [F. E.] 
Williams of Papua is an applicant for the Chair and he is not very pleased 
about it. It is not certain that Australia will be able to find money to 
carry on the Chair. My Administrator has already warned me to be ready to 
carry on with the training of the remaining cadets in case the Government 
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cannot afford to carry on with the Sydney training~ I told Brown about 
it and it annoyed him a bit I think. He is under the impression that no 
one can train our Cadets to be successful Patrol Officers but himself or 
Firth. 

Rabaul, 20 August 1931 

I have finished the investigation Iof the depopulation problem 
in New Ireland] and have advised the administration as to how it may be 
attacked in a practical way. Many of the causes are reducible by in
tensive medical treatment and infant welfare work and an important part 
of the programme will be in the introduction of new food plants and 
instruction in the villages in scientific methods of cultivation so that 
the same ground can be used over and over again,thus releasing women 
from the strain of shifting about in the mountains in search for virgin 
ground. • • • I made a great mistake in not remaining at Cambridge to 
take a degree. It would probably have given my advisory work the weight 
necessary to compell my seniors to tak.e it more seriously. In far too 
many cases they have found themselves in the ditch I tried to keep them 
out of. However 1 I shall keep plodding ahead ~ patience will win in the 
end •••• I have read William's book and enjoyed it. He is an infi
nitely better writer than I will ever be,but his book doesn't make the 
'orokaiva 1 live as I saw him live. There was cr.time when I spoke and 
thought in 1 orokai va 1 and practically 1 felt' in 1 orakai va' but I despair 
of ever being able to present that in print •••• The Missions are try
ing desperately hard to have native marriage customs modified and they 
are especially keen in urging the Government to interfere by legislation 
with polygamy, divorce, marriages by arrangement &c.· I have managed so 
far to induce the Government to leave such matters to the natives them
selves and I am hoping that this attitude will be maintained. The 
position becomes rather stormy at times. ·Mission influence makes itself 
felt in many quartersp political and departmental, and one has to tread 
very cautiously at times. I rather like a fight though! 

Rabaul, 3 Jan. 1932 

I went over the New Ireland material again last year and as a 
result of my Report to the Admin & Medical Offices, an infant welfare 
nurse and an Agricultural Instructor are being established 100 miles from 
Kavie:cy o.n ·the E. coast road to see what can be done with the depopula
tion problems. It is now out of my hands and I am hoping that the 
experiment will be in good hands and that the officials conducting it will 
have a real scientific int~rest in the work •••• A religious out-
break with anti-European possibilities occurred in the Ailap District 
and I am now there looking into the undercurrents. I think I have 
located the troubles and the district will go on as usual if modification 
be made in certain activities (Govt. and Mission). Shall report on this 
to Administrator. Meantime I have made a general survey of the peoples 
between Weviak Station and the Sepik boundary & the Schouten group, and 
will gather as much information as I can from the other tribes for the 
Aust. Assn. The Fortunes are working a day inland from a point one day's 
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. 
walk along the coast from Weviak. There is good material there and the 
people will help them all they can ••.• I have not yet read Fortune's 
"Dobu" but I glanced through the article near the end on "Government and 
Sorcery." It is most unfortunate that he did not apply himself to this 
problem before breaking into print. Murray or Williams will no doubt 
point out sooner or later that the article does not even approach the root 
of the problem: it is not even a correct interpretation of the facts he 
uses. Both Malinowski & Fortune apparently ignore the fact that Trobriand 
and Dobu are mere pinpoints on the map of N.G. and that their observations 
may not be used with safety outside the pinpoints; that N.G. is inhabited 
by hundreds of groups differing from Trobriands & Dobu and from one another 
in type, language and culture. Because he finds the totemic of small 
importance in Dobu,the totemic clan generally is "an absurdly over-rated 
institution" (Malinowski in introduction (xxvii)). Because in Dobu he 
finds no communism •• o "Rivers' Melanesian communism is a myth" (xxvii 
Introduction) • Because of some system of relationship terms in the 
Trobriands & Dobu pinpoints, Rivers' theory of the effect of anomalous 
marriage on terms in an entirely different area is "far-.fetched theo.ry" 
(Introduction xxiii). I have found in Buin and other places in N.G. that 
the terms of relationship used by some individuals to designate certain 
persons related genealogically differ from the terms used by other 
individuals for persons similarly related, and in pedigrees taken some of 
the differences are explained by anomalous marriages now actually in oper
ation. In New Hanover recently I found whole sets of relationships 
affected in this way. In one group the terminology was upset by the 
fruitful marriage of a man with his own daughter. • • • We require large 
numbers of genealogies in each group of people over a wide area before we 
can be dogmatic on the terminology of relationship. • • • I had to resign 
from the Institute when the exchange went up as ~ simply could not afford 
to keep going. My four children are at school South and every penny of 
my salary goes into the family needs. I feel it very much being away from 
them and would welcome a job in Europe, England or America which would 
enable me to be with them at least part of the year--collecting for a 
Museum or something like that--anything in fact •.•• The Schouten 
Islands will interest you •••• Wogeo, the largest of the group, would be 
an excellent place for intensive study •••• Wavy (black) hair--some 
almost straight. Mongol fold in eye but a perfectly straight nose-
Standing stones (circles) and a very interesting mythology connected with 
the principal stones. Melanesian language, two moieties, Hawk and Flying 
fox. Matrilineal descent but patrilineal succession (to stones) and in
heritance of property--Good climate and no mosquitos--about 600 people to 
examine. No missions. Masks, Bamboo Flute (initiation) Drums and Slit
Gongs--Ideal place for a newcomer to start. Island about 40 miles NE of 
Weviak Govt. Station. 

Rabaul, 25 Sept. 1932 

District Services and Native Affairs have been amalgamated and the 
Govt. has made me Director. So I must have convinced them there is some
thing in anthropology. It is a big job and will keep me very busy until 
I ge~ the organization running. Then I shall be able to put a few ideas 
into the District Administration •••• I shall now be able to direct the 
D.O.'s into wide spread ethnographical surveys and exploration & as well 
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apply anthropological methods to the intensive administration. The 
title ±s Director of District Services and Native Affairs (and Govern
ment Anthropologist)·. • • • I am hoping to come to England when rey 
pension is due to keep the terms for my degree. • • • From time to time 
I shall write and let you know how the work is going. 

Rabaul, 30 Oct. 1932 

Firth and I yarned about Camilla's work and decided that Manam 
Island off Potsdamhaven would be the best place. The Wauchopes 
(Humphries' friend) will take her there and give her all the assistance 
she will need •••• As you know N.G. is awkward for a girl working alone 
and even in Rabaul there are risks from male natives. There is also a 
strong feeling about white women being alone in villages. The Wauchopes 
are nice people and they assure me Manam will be 'safe' for Camilla. 
They are going to find servants (man & wife) for her. I had thought of 
other places but the white women didn't like the idea of Camilla being 
alone in the villages and so finally on the advice of the Wauchopes I 
suggested Manam and Firth agreed with me •••• The new job is a diffi
cult one. Just at present I'm struggling to organize it 6 notwithstanding 
staff shortages 6 economy6 &c and it is coming into being. Soon I shall 
be putting some ideas into the policy. It is going to 'be strenuous. 
The depression has made things bad for the European non~official popu
lation and there is now a movement afoot for legislation to permit 
corporal punishment. I wonder if Ernest !Haddon's son, who had served 
in East Africa] could get some data for me on corporal punishment in the 
Colonial Service. I'm going to fight against it too~ and nail. It is 
expected that a Legislative Council will be created here soon and I 
think the nonofficial member will probably introduce the measure. Three 
Europeans have lately been imprisoned for .assaults on natives (natives 
afterwards died) and recently two natives killed Europeans who has as
saulted them. Within the last couple of years two Europeans have been 
killed in uncontrolled countryu one a mineru one a recruiter. We have 
a large area of 'new 8 country but qwing to the need for economy our pat
trol staff is about nineteen short.. So you see I am starting the new 
job under distinctly unfavorable conditions. However, we shall do it in 
time. Don ° t you think my appointment to this extremely important job is 
a compliment to anthropology? I feel as pleased as if I had been given 
a degree. The staff consists of seven ( 7) District officers, 18 Asst. 
D.O's, 34 Patrol Officers, 12 Cadets, 29 Clerks, Admstr. Director, Dis
trict Inspector, Asst. D.I. and Director. About 20 of them have had 
instruction in the Sydney School. ••• My plans are to organize the 
Department so that I can spend a certain amount of time in the districts • 
• • • In addition I shall put certain trained officers on anthropological 
work of an administrative nature--such as depopulation inquiries--mapping 
out linguistic areas--distribution of cultures & material culture--
and other things of importance--marriage customs, systems of inheritance 
&c &c. In a couple of years time I hope to be publishing reports con
tributed by officers. It will take time. 
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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 

Riva Berleant-Schiller (Anthropology, University of Connecticut 
at Torrington) is doing research on speculative or conjectural reconstruc
tions of paleolithic prehistory from about 1897 to the present, as 
reflected in novels and short stories,with a view to discovering the social 
and political ideologies both hidden in and exhibited by these reconstruc
tions. 

Stephen Catlett (American Philosophical Society, Philadelphiak 
is doing research on the politics and funding of anthropological research 
during this century, focusing on the role of the American Philosophical 
Society in supporting studies on the American Indian. 

Hamilton Cravens (History, Iowa State University) is working with 
the Committee on Preservation of Historical Materials of the Society for 
Research in Child Development, to effect the preservation of the papers 
of individuals and institutions important to the history of the child 
sciences and technologies in American science from roughly 1880 to World 
War II. One of their special "targets" is the physical anthropologist, 
Ales HrdliCka. 

S. Fisker (Prinsessestien 7-9, 2800 Kongens Lyngby, Denmark) is 
seeking information for a film he is writing on the researches of Franz 
Blom, the Middle American archeologist. 

EObert G. Fr~e (Dean, College of Sciences, University of 
Arkansas at Little Bock) is doing research on the anthropological career 
and popular writings of Loren Eiseley, and would welcome reminiscences by 
students and others who knew Eiseley. 

William A. Koelsch (University Archives, Clark University) is 
planning to do research on the early development of the anthropology 
program at Clark. 

Piero Matthey (Institute di Ethnologia, Universita di Bema) is 
doing research on the middle-European background of Robert Lowie's 
ethnological thought. 

Warren Shapiro (Anthropology, Rutgers University) is doing 
research on the work of Boas' earlier students (.notably Kroeber ·and 
Goldenweiser) on the problem of human nature. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICA ARCANA 

I. HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE HANDBOOK 
OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS 

William c. Sturtevant 
Smithsonian Institution 

The Handbook of North American Indians, currently being issued by 
the Smithsonian Institution with the writer as General Editor, will 
eventually consist of twenty large volumes containing an encyclopedic. 
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summary of knowledge of the anthropology and history of North American 
Indians. In order to place this information into context it will include 
much material on the history of research. Some of this appears briefly 
in many chapters on other topics, especially in the short bibliographical 
essays appended to most chapters and in treatments of archeology and lin
guistic classification. Also included under many headings is a great deal 
of ethnohistoryu historical ethnography~ and social and other history. 
Most volumes contain separate chapters devoted specifically to the 
history of research--and therefore to the history of anthropology-
written by areal specialists. The purpose of these is to aid users in 
evaluating the nature and state of present knowledge, and to assist them 
in the interpretations of older sources. Thus these chapters tend to be 
presentistic, rather than being sophisticated analyses of the history of 
anthropology as such. The authors do va:r:yf of course, in their willing
ness and ability to discuss the larger contexts of past research, 
including its institutional aspects and its relation to then-current 
general theoretical concerns. Yet the most historically-oriented authors 
share with others severe restrictions on the length of their chapters. 

The chapters that are especially relevant to the history of 
anthropology in volumes already published are~ 

Vol. 8 6 California (Bobert F. Heizer 6 Vol. ed.), 1978~ 
11Histoey of Research," by Robert F. Heizer, pp. 6-15. 

Vol. 15, Northeast (Bruce G. Trigger, vol. ed.), 1978: 
"Histoey of Researchu" by Elizabeth Tooker, pp. 4-13. 

Vol. 9 0 Southwest (Alfonso Ortiz, vol. ed.} , 19.79: 
"History of Archeological :Research," by Alfred H. Schroeder, 
pp. 5-13. 

"History of Ethnological Research i" by Keith H. Basso, 
pp. 14-21. 

Vol. 6 u Subarctic (June Helm,' vaL. ed~) , 1981: 
"History of' Ethnological Research in the Subarctic Shield and 
Mackenzie Borderlands," by Edward S. Bogers 1 pp. 19-29. 

"History of Archeological Research in the Subarctic Shield and 
Mackenzie Valley," by Jacques Cinq-Mars and Charles A. Martijn, 
pp. 30-34. 

"History of Research in the Subarctic Cordillera," by Catherine 
McClellan, pp. 35-43. 

"Histoxy of Research in Subarctic Alaska, by Nancy Yaw Davis, 
PP• 43=48 •. 

Vol. 10, Southwest (covering the non-Pueblo groups) is now at the 
at the printers and will appear in early 1983; it has no chapter on this 
topic. Now entering the final editorial process is vol. 5, Arctic (David 
Damas, vol. ed.). This contains chapters on the history of research 
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before 1945 by Henry B. Collins, on the history of archeology after 1945 
by Elmer Harp, and on the history of ethnology after 1945 by Charles C. 
Hughes. The other area volumes will include comparable treatments. -Vol. 1, 
Introduction, will include chapters on the nature and methods--and thus the 
history--of various fields of North Americanist anthropology, as well as 
some special chapters on the history of research and a reflexive piece on 
the history of the Handbook. Vol. 2, Indians in Contemporary Society, will 
include chapters on Indian scholars and on Indian studies programs. Vol. 3, 
Environment, Origins, and Populations, will include chapters on the history 
of Paleo-Indian studies and on the history of North Americanist physical 
anthropology. For Vol. 4, History of Indian-White Relations, there is a 
chapter on the relations between Indians and anthropologists. Vol. 17, 
Languages, will carry chapters on the history of linguistic research, 
including linguistic classification. 

II. RECENT THESES AND DISSERI'ATIONS 

Rainger, Ron~ld. "The Understanding of the Fossil Past: Paleontology and 
Evolutionary Theory, 1850-1910" (Doctoral Dissertation, Indiana 
University, 1982). 

ZumW'alt, Rosemary. "The Enigma of Arnold van Gennep (1873-1957)" (Masters 
Thesis, Folklore, University of California, Berkeley, 1978). 

III. RECENT WORK BY SUBSCRIBERS 

Bieder, Robert E. "Samuel G. Morton: Nineteenth-.Century Craniology and 
the American Indian," in Les Americans et les Autres: Actes du GRENA 
1981 (Province: Universite de Province, 1982). 

Clifford, James. "Feuilles volantes," Collections Passion, Musee d'ethno
graphie, Neuchatel, (1982) :101-113. 

Erickson, Paul. "The Anthropology of Charles Caldwell, M.D. , " Isis 72 
{1981) :252-56 •. 

Hatch, Elvin. CUlture and Morality: The Relativity of Values in 
-Anthropology (New York: Columbia University, 1982). 

Kilbourne, Benjamin. "Anthropological Thought in the Wake of the French 
Revel uti on: La Societe des Observateurs de 1 'honune," European 
Journal of Sociology 23 (1982):73-91. 

McCall, Grant. "Anthropology, 11 in The Australian Encyclopedia (Sydney: 
Grolier Society, 1982). 

-----·' ed. Anthropology in Australia: Essays to Honor 50 Years of 
MANKIND (Sydney: The Anthropological Society of Australia). 

"Anthropology in the Pacific, 11 Australian Anthropological 
Society Newsletter 14 (March 1982) :30-42. 
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Snyder, Joseph J., ed. Newsletter of the .American Committee to Advance 
the Study of Petroglyphs and Pictographs, III (1982). 

Stocking, George w •• Jr. "Anthropology in Crisis? A View from between 
the Generations I II in E. A. Hoebel e R. Currier, and s. Kaiser r eds •• 
..;::Cr=i~s,;;i.;;s-:=i;;:;n~An=::-:t~h:.::r:..:;o:.Ep:.;:o:.;:l:.;o~gy~::..._.;V;.;;i~e~w~f:-:r:=-;o:;.;m,;,;._;S;..;po..;r;;.;~;:.:· n~g~Hi.~· 1:::;1::..::..• _1;;;;.9;;;..;;.80,;;.. (New York: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1982), pp. 407-419. 

IV. SUGGESTED BY OUR READERS 

Bartel, Brad. "A Historical Review of Ethnological and Archeological 
Analyses of Mortuary Practice," Journal of Anthropological Arche
ology 1 (March 1982) :32-58. {G.W .s .] 

Boon, James A. "Introduction to the English Edition," of M. Izard and 
P. Smith, eds., Between Belief and Transgression: Structuralist 
Essays in Religion, History, and Myth (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1982). [G.W.S.] 

Brain, J. P., and Brown, I. W., eds. "Robert S. Neitzel: The Great Sun," 
lower Mississippi Surveyo Bulletin No. 8, Peabody Museum, Harvard 
University Press, 1982. fW.C.S.] 

Brunhouse, R. L. Franz Blom: Maya Explorer (.Albuquerque: University of 
New Mexico, 1979). [G.W,.S.J 

Coon, Carleton S. Adventures and Discoveries: The Autobiography of 
Carleton s. Coon, Anthropologist and Explorer (?nglewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1981). [P.E.] 

Defert, Daniel. "La collecte du monde: Pour une etude des recits ·de 
voyages du xvre au XVIIIe siecle," Collections Passion, Musee 
d 0 ethnographie, Neuchatel (1982) :-17-31; "The Collection of the 
World: Accounts of Voyages from the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth 

· Centuriesu" Dialectical Anthropology 7 (1982) :11-20. {J.C.] 

Drucke:r-Brown 6 Susan.' "Malinowski in Mex:i,.co~ Introduction," in 
Malinowski in Mexico: The Economics of a Mexican Uarket System, by 
B. Malinowski and J. de laFuente (London:EOutledge and Kegan Paul, 
1982). [Interesting background material on a work, now first pub
lished in English, which in Spanish translation has been an 
important influence on Mexican anthropology.--G.W.S.] 

. Eggan 8 Fred. 
14-20 •. 

"H. R. Voth: Ethnologist 8 " Mennonite Life 37 (June 1982): 
[R.D.F .] 

Epp, Henry T., and Sponsel, L. E. "Major Personalities and Developments 
in Canadian Anthropology, 1860-1949," Na Pao 10 (September 1980) : 
7-13. [J.H.] 

Gathercole6 Peter. "Cambridge and the Torres Straits, 1888-1920," 
Cambridge Anthropology 3 (#3 1977) ;22-31. [G.W.S.] 
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11 0bstacles to the Study of Maori Carving: The Collector, the 
Connoisseur, and the Fakers," in·Art in Society, ed. M. Greenhalgh 
and V. Megaw (London, 1978), pp. 275-88. (G.W.S.] 

"Henry Devenish Skinner: 1886-1978." 
1 (1979) :107-12. [G.W.S.] 

Asian Perspectives 22, 

"New Zealand Prehistory before 1950," in Towards a History of 
Archaeology, ed. G. Daniel (London, 1981), pp. 159-68. [G.W.S.] 

Hillegass, M. D. "Rudolphe Petter: A 'Called' Linguist." Mennonite 
Life 37 (June 1982):4-7. IR.D.F.] 

Honigmann, Irma G. "John Joseph Honigmann." 
Quarterly 7 (~une-September 1982) :10-14. 

Anthropology and Humanism 
[K.M.M.] 

Horsman, Regin~ld. Race and Manifest Destiny: The Origins of Anglo
Saxonism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981). [R.B.] 

Jamin, Jean. "Objects trouves des paradis perdus: A propos de la Mission 
· Dakar-Djibouti. 11 Collections Passion, Musee d'ethnographie, 
Neuchatel (1982) :69-100. {J.C.] 

Kiger, Joseph c., ed. Research Institutions and Learned Societies 
(Greenwood Press, 1982). IHas entries on the Archeological Institute 
of America,. The Field Museum of.Natural History, and AMNH; also AAA, 
AAAS, and the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences--

. C. H.] 

McNitt, Frank. Richard Wetherill: Anasazi (Albuqu~rque: University of 
New Mexico, 1979) • [G.W.S.] 

Pagden, Anthony. The Fall of Natural Man: The American Indian and the 
Origins of Comparative Ethnology (Cambridge University Press, 1982). 
[M.C.M.] 

Porter, Frank w.~ III. "Salvaging the Past: Excerpt on the Salvaging of 
the Susquehanna River Petroglyphs." Newsletter of the American 
Conmdttee to Advance the Study of Petroglyphs and Pictographs 3 (May 
1982) :12-17. [J.J~S.] 

Richman, Michele. Reading Georges Bataille: Beyond the Gift. (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Pres.s, 1982). Ion Bataille 's creative 
misreading of Mauss--J.C.] 

Bosenberg, Rosalind. Beyond Separate Spheres: Intellectual Roots of Modern 
Feminism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982). [Contains material 
on Franz Boas, Margaret Mead, and Elsie Clews Parsons--G.W.S.] 

Scholte, Bob. "Critical Anthropology since Its Reinvention," in J. S. 
Kahn and J. R. Llobera, eds., The Anthropology of Pre-Capitalist 
Societies (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1981), pp. 
148-84. [G.W .S.] 
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Siebert, Frank T. "Frank G. Speck, Personal Reminiscences," in W. Cowan u 

ed. I Papers or the Thirteenth Algonquian Conference (Ottawa~ Carle
ton University Press, 1982), pp. 91-136. [R.D.F.] 

Toth 0 T. "The Anthropological Department in the History of Hungarian 
Anthroplogy 6 " Anthropologica Hungarica 17 (1980-81) :109-21. (Re
view of the work of the Anthropology Department on the occasion of 
the centena:cy of the foundation of the Anthropological Institute of 
Budapest University, with listing of staff publications 1950-80-
G.W.S.] 

Tumarkin, Daniel. "Miklouho-Maclay, 19th-Century Russian Anthropologist 
and Humanist." Rain 51 (August 1982) :4-7. [W .c.s.] 

Whitten, Richard G., and Zimmerman, L. J. "Directions for Miss Deloria: 
. Boas on the Plains." Plains Anthropologist 29 (1982) :161-64. 
~.c.s.J 

Zumwalt, Rosemary. "Arnold van Gennep: The Hermit of Bourg-le-Reine." 
American Anthropologist 84 (.1982) :299-313. {V. G. against the 
Durkheimians--G.W.S.] 

G.w.s. = George Stocking 

J.C. = Jim Clifford 

J.H. = June Helm 

J.J.S • ... Joseph Snyder 

K..M.M. = Kevin Mutchler 

GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS 

M.C.M •. = Miriam Meijer 

P.E. = Paul Erickson 

R.B. = Robert Bieder 

R.D.F •. = Raymond Fogelson 

w.c.s. = William Sturtevant 

44th International Congress of Americanists. The meetings (September 
5-10 0 1982 6 Manchester, England) included the following papers: 
Christopher Couchu "A. Maecenas for Manuscript Studies: The Due de 
U>ubat"; John Gardner, "George Catlin and Frederick E. Church in South 
America"; Ian Graham, "Alfred Po Maudslay and Teobert Maler: Biographi
cal Portraits"; CUrtis M. Hinsley, "Charles Pickering Bowditch and the 
Development of Central American Work at Harvard, 1890-1920"; Ross 
Parmenter, "Cracking the Codices: The Contributions of Zelia Nuttall." 

History of Science Society. The October 30-1, 1982, meetings in Phila
delphia included a paper by David Van Keuren (Univ. of Pa.) on 
11 Anthropological Cabinets:· Museums and the Promotion of the Science of 
Man in Late Victorian and Edwardian Britain." 

· 1984 Meeting, American Ethnological Society. June Helm, convenor of the 
meeting, is developing a "slate" of invited papers for the plenary. ses
sions on the themeg "Social Contexts of American Ethnology 1844~1984." 
Volunteered papers and sessions consonant with the theme are welcomed. 
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Those who would like a Prospectus of the theme or have queries should 
contact June Helm 

Department of Anthropology 
University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 52242 
direct dial: 319/353-3840 

The 1984 Annual Meeting of the AES will ba held Apr~l 19-22 in conjunction 
with the Annual Meeting of the Southwestern Anthropological Association at 
Asilrnar, a conference center near Pacific Grove, california. 

HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY: VOLUME II 

Volume I (1983) of History of Anthropology ("Observers Observed: 
Essays on Ethnographic Fieldwork•) has now gone to press. Planning is ad
vancing rapidly for Volume II (1984) on the development of anthropology in 
the British tradition. Based on the materials proposed or submitted so 
far, it seems likely that the volume will focus on the emergence and 
development of modern British social anthropology. However, contributions 
on other aspects of British anthropology (earlier time periods, other sub
disciplines) are most cordially encouraged, whether or not they provide 
contextualization for the dominant theme. Materials on areal ethnography, 
the colonial context and the emergence of post-colonial traditions will 
also be welcomed. Articles on other unrelated topics may be considered 
for inclusion as "Miscellaneous Studies." While the deadline for finished 
manuscripts will be August 31, 1983, prospective contributors are urged to 
communicate with the editor as soon as possible. 

Planning is now in its early stages for volume III (1985), tentatively 
entitled "Displaying Humankind," which .will focus on the development of 
museum and exhibition anthropology, and more generally on the problem of the 
direct visual representation of the "other." · 

to: 
All inquiries about editorial matters should normally be directed 

George w. Stocking (HOA) 
Department of Anthropology 
Un~versity of Chicago 
1126 East 59th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60637 

Please note, .however, that between December 15, 1982, and March 15, 1983, 
the editor's address will be 

c/o Department of Anthropology 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

All inquiries regarding subscriptions (which will be available prior to 
publication at a 20 percent discount) should be directed to 

Jerry Minnich, Marketing 
University of Wisconsin Press 
114 North Murray 
Maddison, Wisconsin 53715 
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The contents of Volume I include: 

"The Value of a Person Lies in his Herzensbildung," Franz Boas' 
Baffin Island Letter Diary, 1883-84. Edited by Doublas Cole, 
Simon Fras:er University. 

EthnographicCharisma and Scientific Routine: Cushing and Fewkes in 
the American Southwest, 1879-93. By Curtis Hinsley, Colgate 
University. 

The Ethnographer's Magic: Fieldwork in British Anthropology from 
Tylor to Malinowski. By George Stocking, Jr., University of 
Chicago. 

Power and Dialogue in Ethnography~ Marcel Griaule 1 s Initiation. 
By James Clifford, University of California. 

Learning about Culture: Reconstruction, Participation, Administra
tion, 1934-54. By Homer G. Barnett, University of Oregon. 

Following Deacon: The Problem of Ethnographic Reanlysis, 1926-BG. 
By Joan Larcom,·Mount Holyoke College. 

"Facts Are a Word of God": An Essay Review. By Paul Rabinow, 
University of California. 

The Dainty and the Hungry Man: Literature and Anthropology in 
Edward Sapir. By Richard Handler, Lake Forest~ollege. 
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